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The concept of decentralization of India came from Gandhiji. He wanted to
the benefits of development to reach what he called that a smaller man, now as
again this economic policy was based on western industrial model, now the only
reason why western economic model succeeded is because, the western European
and American head concept of entire world resulted in human exploitation of large
parts of Asia, Africa, North & South America. What is called the American dream
is in fact based on the total destruction of the native people of America who were
also described as Red-Indians. The entire (Red-Indians) population of North
America had been massacred and the lands were taken over by (white) Europeans.
Secondly millions of black people were slaved, black people of Africa where is
slaved and brought to America to work on cotton and tobacco firms of North
America. These firm created on the lands were taken over from Red-Indians. The
labour was free as black people from Africa were forcibly brought to America to
work on cotton and tobacco firms. The conditions under which they work were so
horrible that no black man survived in environment of the forced labour. The black
people of America today or the descendents of those unfortunate people. These
black people of today have no knowledge of the exactly who their ancestors were.
This is the one of the darkest chapter of the human history. The number of novels,
poems, and plays have in written on this tragedy that North America, Martin
Luther King’s agitation brought out all this terrible facts to the notice of entire
world. John Abraham Lincoln had abolished slavery as he could not do anything to
improve the livelihood of billions of black workers of cotton and sugarcane firms.
Today when the Americans creates the class system and forget that the American
caste system, also called racism at a short duration compared to the Indian caste
system. One more horrible and violent aspect is that why there is so much of pain
in American black peoples music, poetry and fiction. The Indian caste system has
lasted for about 2000 years and is still continuing. Though humanity has been
reduced a narrow little thoughts. So Dr. B.R.Ambedkar’s Chairman of Constitution

of India, made quite a lot of efforts to bring down this segregation in most villages
in India. Even now there is segregation of Schedule Caste people (Shudras) from
STs in the National mainstream planning. There are trials for their justification
seen even till today. Even parties like DMK & AIADMK seem to do everything
possible to bring down the suffering of Dalits. A great reformative movement like
Aryasamaj by Rajaramohan Roy tried his level best to bring down the disparities
in society suffering but there is still much to do, Buddha and Mahaveera trying to
reform the system, but in famous incident, Buddha said that is Sangams will not
allowed Dalits & Women to Join the Viharas, the reason that he has given was
what would happen to agriculture if Shudras were allowed to join in Viharas. He
also felt that if women were allowed into the Viharas they may corrupt the entire
system and Viharas will disappear. We see the greatest son of India was not
concerned about the sufferings of Shudras and women. Today Dalits have joined
the Buddist religious system but the segregation in rural India continues. All most
in the same manner Muslims and Christian society have refused, in practice to give
equally status to Schedule Caste’s and women, only two thinkers rejected this
attitude were Dr. Ambedkar a Dalit and Dr. Lohia a revolutionary socialist who
fears attack on the caste system is comparable. Dr. Ambedkar movement (Mala).
Mahatma Jyothirao Pule were mainly concerned with backward castes also
described as Shudras. The Arya Samaj continued it revolutionary activities for
about 70 years and has now more less disappears.
It is for Hindu to take up this internal challenge to a dignified life for all
Indians.

